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Mascot by Charles Waters and Traci Sorrell takes place in Washington
Dc where some kids are doing a report on their mascot. But it is hard
for some kids because they love their mascot so much and love going
to all of the football games on Friday night. Where some kids did really
like the mascot to now hate it and call it racist. It takes place mostly in
the stadium for the Braves.

I am reading Mascot and some main characters are Lois, Franklin,
and Callie. Some characteristics for Lous are that he loves soccer and
he is super smart and is static. Some characteristics for Caliie is that
she is smart Dynamic and likes school. Some characteristics for
Franklin are that he loves football games and soccer and really loves

sports and is static.

In Mascot there are many problems. One of the biggest problems is that some people want to
keep the mascot and others want to get rid of it and get a new one. Eventually they change the
mascot and almost everybody is satisfied because the people who wanted to change it are
happy because they changed it. And the people who did not want to change it are still happy
because the new mascot is even cooler than the last one.

The theme of this book is acceptance and not being afraid of change. Sometimes even if you
don't want to you have to make a change because it may just be the better option. For example,
in this book some people didn't want to change the mascot because they liked how it was.
Eventually they changed it because they figured out it was the better option and this new one
would not hurt anybody's feelings.

There are a lot of things I like about the book and some things I did not like about the book. One
of my favorite things is that it is easy to read and does not have a lot of weird and hard words.
One of the things I did not like about the book is that it leaves you with a lot of cliffhangers which
I personally do not like but other people do like. This book reminds me of a lot of books
including The Fort. I like it because it has a lot of drama.


